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Abstract 

Statistics Belgium currently uses the GEKS-Törnqvist/CCDI multilateral method for supermarket 

scanner data. For consumer electronics scanner data, we use the Imputation Törnqvist GEKS (or 

ITGEKS) to capture quality differences between new and discontinued products. In supermarket 

scanner data, there are also products that leave the market and others that enter the market. 

Although quality changes are less pronounced for traditional supermarket products, the relaunch of 

products in supermarkets may coincide with a price level change, especially in the context of 

shrinkflation. In shrinkflation, the price of a product tends to remain the same, but the quantity 

received by consumers decreases, effectively increasing the price faced by consumers. Failure to take 

account of these relaunches could potentially lead to a bias in the CPI. Traditional (multilateral) 

methods use unique product identifiers to match the same product over time. In the case of 

relaunches, a new product may be given a new product identifier and any potential price change is 

missed when using these matched model methods. We show that multilateral index methods that use 

hedonic quality adjustments (e.g. ITGEKS or Time Dummy Hedonic method) can be used with 

supermarket scanner data and that they solve or provide insight into the relaunch problem. Under 

hedonics, products with similar characteristics are considered as similar products and relaunches or 

shrinkflation are effectively captured. 
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Introduction 
 

In 2023, Mars Incorporated reduced the package size of its cat food brand Whiskas by around 15% in 

most European countries, e.g. a pack of 100 grams was reduced to 85 grams while the price remained 

the same (Wood, 2023). This is an example of shrinkflation: the price stays the same, but the package 

size is reduced, increasing the price in grams or litres for the consumer. 

Shrinkflation might not only be “catastrophic” for cat owners, but it also causes problems for price 

statisticians who use new data sources such as scanner data in the compilation of the Consumer Price 

Index (CPI). Typically, matched-model methods are used when compiling price indices using scanner 

data. These methods use unique product identifiers such as barcodes or stock keeping units to 

compare the same product (“like with like”) over time. However, in the context of shrinkflation these 

methods can fail and cause a (downward) bias in the CPI, as products usually get a new product 

identifier when the package size changes. As a result, the price change between the old and the new 

product is not captured when using these product identifiers. This is in contrast to classical price 

collection, where usually a quantity or package size adjustment is carried out using the information 

obtained from price collectors. This is typically difficult to do with scanner data due to the sheer 

number of observations. 

This paper examines whether multilateral index methods that use hedonic quality adjustments, such 

as the Imputation Törnqvist GEKS or Time Dummy Hedonic method, can be applied to supermarket 

scanner data. It also analyses whether these methods can successfully capture product relaunches or 

shrinkflation. Under hedonics, products with similar characteristics could be considered as the same 

product (or correctly quality or quantity adjusted for), and the product relaunch would indeed be 

captured. 

Section 1 gives an overview of the implementation of scanner data by Statistics Belgium and a 

summary of the different methods that have been used so far. Currently, we use supermarket scanner 

data obtained directly from supermarkets and scanner data for consumer electronics and household 

appliances which is obtained from a market research company. As will be made clear, the methods 

that we use are different for each of those two segments. Section 2 provides more insight into what 

product relaunches are, which product identifiers we use and how we try to capture these product 

relaunches semi-automatically using a combination of text mining and manual verification of price 

collectors. Section 3 describes the two multilateral hedonic methods that we will empirically evaluate. 

The two methods are the Time Dummy Hedonic method (TDH) and the Imputation Törnqvist GEKS 

(ITGEKS) with bilateral time dummy hedonic indices as inputs. These two methods are going to be 

compared to a GEKS-Törnqvist/CCDI method with unique product identifiers. In Section 4, an empirical 

evaluation of the three index methods is carried out. This section focuses on a comparative analysis, 

assessing the performance and robustness across for different product categories. We first focus on 

products that have experienced shrinkflation in recent months, as these provide interesting case 

studies for comparative analysis. We then extend the comparative analysis to other product groups, 

with a longer time window and compare a non-spliced to a spliced version of the indices to examine 

whether this has any effect. Section 5 concludes the paper, discussing the main findings and suggesting 

future work. 
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1. Background on scanner data methods used in the Belgian CPI/HICP 
 

Statistics Belgium has been using scanner data from supermarkets to compile the CPI since 2015 and 

in the HICP since 2016. The method used initially was the so-called “dynamic method”, which used an 

unweighted monthly chained Jevons index for a sample of products (Van Loon and Roels, 2018). The 

sample of products was determined each month using the turnover figures at a product level in two 

adjacent months. With products being included in the sample if their turnover was above a 

dynamically determined threshold. The monthly chaining was necessary because scanner datasets 

tend to have a high attrition rate of products, making it difficult to use a fixed basket of products. 

A disadvantage of this method was that the turnover available in scanner data was only implicitly used 

to select the products in the sample and not explicitly (e.g. every product getting an explicit weight 

based on its turnover). It is by now well known that incorporating the available turnover information 

into a chained monthly index calculation (e.g. superlative formulae such as Törnqvist) leads to chain 

drift. A solution for this is to use multilateral methods, these methods maximize the number of 

matches in the data and without running the risk of introducing chain drift. They do this by measuring 

the price change between two periods based on information observed in multiple periods (de Haan, 

Hendriks, Scholz, 2016). 

After a few years of research, the dynamic method was replaced by a multilateral method in January 

2020 (Van Loon, 2020). The method we ended up implementing was the GEKS-Törnqvist (also known 

as CCDI). This method (Ivancic, Diewert and Fox, 2011) uses all possible matching products and 

calculates the price index between two periods as an unweighted geometric average of all possible 

matching bilateral Törnqvist indices within a time window. The time window we use is a window 

length of 25 months. This window length performed very well for both non-seasonal and seasonal 

items (Radjabov and Van Loon, 2022). To compile non-revisable indices when using multilateral 

methods, a splicing or extension method needed to be used. We settled on implementing the half-

splice on published indices (Chessa, 2021). This method combined with a rolling window of 25 months, 

causes the annual rate of change of the published index series to correspond to the annual rate of 

change of the last calculated multilateral index. This makes – from an index compilers point of view – 

the analysis, validation and decomposition much easier. An important benefit of this method is that it 

can take care of “base level effects” that can happen when changing methods or data sources using 

the traditional December overlap in the HICP.  

In January 2022, we expanded the coverage of scanner data in the Belgian CPI/HICP. The indexes of 

consumer electronics and household appliances are compiled using scanner data from a market 

research company. Due to the specific characteristics of these market segments, the same 

methodology as for traditional supermarket scanner data could not be used. These segments have a 

much higher attrition rate (product churn) due to the relative short life cycle of its products in which 

products also tend to see their prices decrease drastically. New products that enter the market tend 

to also have "better” or “different” characteristics compared to the products leaving the market. 

Therefore, a traditional method of matching or chaining the same product throughout time using a 

(unique) product identifier is not a good strategy and leads to a downward bias when compiling price 

indices for consumer electronics and household appliances. After evaluating several methods (Van 

Loon, 2021), the multilateral Imputation Törnqvist GEKS (ITGEKS) method using bilateral time dummy 

hedonic indices was implemented since this method dealt the best with the aforementioned particular 
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challenges. The hedonic part takes care of the quality adjustment part between new and discontinued 

products. 

2. Capturing product relaunches “semi-automatically” 

In supermarket scanner data, there are also products leaving and entering the market. While quality 

change is less pronounced for supermarket products, the relaunch of products in supermarkets might 

coincide with a price level change (Dalén, 2017), as the aforementioned example of Whiskas shows in 

the context of shrinkflation. With a relaunch, we mean a product gets a new packaging or package 

size and a new barcode (GTIN) or other product identifier (Stock Keeping Unit, SKU). Missing these 

relaunches could potentially cause a bias, i.e. when producers keep the price level unchanged but 

reduce the package size. If in the case of relaunches, “new” products get new product identifiers then 

any potential price change between the discontinued product and its replacement or relaunch is 

missed when using these matched model methods. 

To identify products in scanner data segments, Statistics Belgium uses stock keeping units (SKUs) 

instead of official barcodes (GTIN). These codes are retailer specific codes which are normally used by 

retailers to track their inventory. SKUs also allow price indices to be compiled for seasonal products 

(i.e. fruit and vegetables) and fresh products such as meat. For instance, a certain type of minced meat 

is typically sold in different amounts of grams (e.g. 422 grams, 424 grams, …) with all of these different 

weights having other product codes. SKUs make it possible to aggregate the quantities and turnover 

with a standardized unit of measurement (e.g. 1 kg of a certain kind of minced meat). Dividing the 

turnover by the quantities sold then gives you the average price per kilogram. 

Usually these codes are a level above the official barcode because a SKU can combine multiple GTINs. 

For example, if during Christmas a certain kind of chocolate is sold in a Christmas wrapping next to the 

traditional wrapping, these are sold using different GTINs. These are then combined by the retailer 

using the same SKU. Using SKUs might capture some purely cosmetic product relaunches; however it 

is mostly retailer specific and will not capture all of the product relaunches, especially when the 

relaunch coincides with a change in package size.  

In our monthly CPI/HICP compilation, we try to link relaunches “semi-automatically” with manual 

verification. To help identify relaunches, fuzzy matching techniques are used to find products that 

have similar descriptions. For each possible combination of discontinued and new product a score is 

calculated based on the number of words in common in the 2 product descriptions. Lists of possible 

relaunches are created that include all combinations of new and discontinued products with a score 

higher than a predetermined threshold. This list is first reduced by considering only products with the 

same brand name (or brand names that are considered to be synonymous). Additionally, 

combinations in which the product description for the discontinued and new item are completely 

identical are automatically identified as relaunches. Given that the package size of the 2 products sold 

can be different, a coefficient is automatically calculated to perform a quantity adjustment (this 

coefficient can be adapted if necessary). The remaining cases are manually analysed by central price 

collectors. For the manual verification, the price collector looks up more metadata online. This extra 

information may help in determining whether it is a relaunch and if a quantity adjustment should be 

made. In the case the price collector determines there is a relaunch, the new and old product code 

are linked, and quantity adjustment is made if necessary. 
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Unlike in bilateral methods, which always compare the price of the current month with the price of a 

reference month, multilateral methods compare prices over a window of several months. Therefore, 

products may have several relaunches in the same window. In order to take into account all these 

potential relaunches, the unit value prices of products subject to relaunches are “combined” by adding 

the turnover and sales volumes of the different SKUs considered to be the same product.  

To account for quantity adjustments, the sales volume of the discontinued product will be divided by 

a coefficient equal to the ratio of the content of the new product divided by the content of the 

discontinued product. In the next step, a new unit value is obtained by dividing the total turnover of 

the products considered to be the same by the quantity adjusted sales volume of these products. 

The following table illustrates the case where product A is replaced by product B over a period of 4 

months. In the second and third months, the 2 products are sold simultaneously. In the fourth period, 

only product B is sold: 

Period Product 
Sales 

volume Turnover Price 
content 

(ml) 

1 A 10000 30000 3.00 500 

2 A 15000 48000 3.20 500 

2 B 5000 19800 3.96 600 

3 A 9000 26100 2.90 500 

3 B 10000 40000 4.00 600 

4 B 16000 65600 4.10 600 

  

In this case, the quantity adjustment coefficient is 1.2 (600/500). In periods 1, 2 and 3, the sales volume 

of product A is therefore divided by this coefficient. 

Period Product 
Sales volume 
(corrected) Turnover Price 

content 
(ml) 

1 A 8333.33 30000 3.00 500 

2 A 12500.00 48000 3.20 500 

2 B 5000.00 19800 3.96 600 

3 A 7500.00 26100 2.90 500 

3 B 10000.00 40000 4.00 600 

4 B 16000.00 65600 4.10 600 

 

 The data that will be used to compile the index is shown in the table below: 

Period Product 
Sales 

(corrected) Turnover Price content (ml)  
1 B 8333.33 30000 3.60 600  
2 B 17500.00 67800 3.87 600  
3 B 17500.00 66100 3.78 600  
4 B 16000.00 65600 4.10 600  
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In periods 2 and 3, when the two products are sold simultaneously, the “corrected” sales volume and 

turnover are added together to calculate a new unit value price. Finally, the product identifier used in 

the index calculation is replaced with the SKU of the new product (B in this example). If the product B 

is replaced by a new product C in a subsequent month of the window, the same calculation is 

performed, and the SKUs of products A and B are replaced by the SKU of C. In this case, the corrected 

sales volume of product A is quantity adjusted a second time, if necessary. Previous research by us 

(Van Loon, 2019) has shown that performing this work has some effect. The effect of accounting for 

relaunches on the index is shown in the graph below. Carrying out additional product relaunch linking 

shifts the index levels upwards. 

 

3. Index methods 

The downside of linking products or relaunches with a manual intervention is that it is not only time 

consuming, but price collectors may miss some relaunches (e.g. due to human error or too much time 

between the new product and the discontinued product). Also not all product linkings carried out by 

our price collectors are relevant in the sense that they end up given a different price index. The only 

relaunches that are relevant from a price index point of view are those that coincide with a price level 

change. 

It is therefore interesting to assess whether multilateral indices which use hedonic quality adjustment 

methods (e.g. ITGEKS or Time Dummy Hedonic method) can be used to compile price indexes for 

supermarket scanner data and also whether they solve or provide insight into the relaunch problem 

or shrinkflation. Under hedonics, products with similar characteristics can be considered to be similar 

(and correctly quantity or quality adjusted for) and thus product relaunches would in fact be captured. 

To apply hedonics, characteristics information needs to be extracted from the scanner datasets and 

in the context of shrinkflation obviously detailed information regarding package size or contents need 

to be available too. 

Other methods have been proposed to solve the product relaunch puzzle, such as stratification or 

clustering (Chessa, 2019). By grouping similar products together using categorical variables, the prices 

of new and disappeared products are directly compared if they are attributed to the same strata or 
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cluster. A potential drawback of this is that while these methods try to make a compromise between 

homogeneity and product match, they might introduce a unit value bias if the strata end up being too 

heterogeneous (Daalmans, 2022). These methods are out-of-scope of this paper and are not further 

examined. 

3.1. Time Dummy Hedonic method 
 

The first option we will look into is the Time Dummy Hedonic (TDH) method (de Haan, 2010). This 

method is quite straightforward. We use a log-linear specification and estimate it using weighted least 

squares (WLS), with expenditure shares in each period serving as weights. 

ln 𝑝𝑖
𝑡 = 𝛼 +∑𝛿𝑡𝐷𝑖

𝑡 +∑𝛽𝑘𝑧𝑖𝑘 + 휀𝑖
𝑡

𝐾

𝑘=1

𝑇

𝑡=1

 

Prices of all products (𝑖) for several periods (𝑡) are pooled in the same regression for every segment, 

on their characteristics (𝑧𝑖𝑘) and on dummy variables for the periods (𝐷𝑖
𝑡).  

The main advantage of this method is its simplicity, since the index follows directly from the estimated 

time dummy parameters. By exponentiating the time dummy parameters, the index is obtained for 

all of the periods in the pooled regression. The base period is by definition 100. 

In the equation above all of the data are pooled. This means that when new periods are added to the 

time window, the indices of the previous periods will change as they will be re-estimated. 

Continuously revising indices is problematic since it would imply that official indices are never 

definitive.  

A solution to deal with the revision problem is to use a rolling window and apply splicing. Splicing here 

will, for comparability reasons, be limited to the option that we currently use in the monthly 

compilation of the CPI/HICP, namely the half splice on published indices (HASP) with a 25-month 

window. The index using a full window will also be shown. 

3.2. ITGEKS (Imputation Törnqvist GEKS) 
 

A disadvantage of the TDH method is that it forces parameter fixity for the whole window, which is 

quite restrictive, but may not be as much of a problem for supermarket products, since unlike 

consumer electronics, there is not (that) much technological progress. Another drawback is that, if 

there is no product attrition, there is no need to “quality adjust”; a matched index would be preferable 

in such cases. Which brings us to the ITGEKS method with hedonic bilateral indices as inputs for the 

CCDI/GEKS Törnqvist as proposed by de Haan and Krsinich (2014). This is the method that we now use 

for scanner data for consumer electronics and household appliances when compiling the CPI and HICP. 

To illustrate this method we can start with the standard GEKS formula which uses all possible matched 

products and calculates the price index between months 0 and 𝑡 as an unweighted geometric mean 

of 𝑇 + 1 ratios of matched-model bilateral price indices 𝑃0𝑙 and 𝑃𝑙𝑡, with 𝑙 running through [0, 𝑇]: 
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𝑃𝐺𝐸𝐾𝑆
0,𝑡 =∏(𝑃

0𝑙

𝑃𝑡𝑙
⁄ )

(1 𝑇+1⁄ )
𝑇

𝑙=0

=∏(𝑃0𝑙𝑃𝑙𝑡)
(1 𝑇+1⁄ )

𝑇

𝑙=0

 

The indices 𝑃0𝑙 and 𝑃𝑙𝑡 are the bilateral Törnqvist indices between periods 0 and 𝑙 and period 𝑙 and 𝑡 

respectively. The Törnqvist index is defined as: 

𝑃𝑇
0,𝑡 =∏(

𝑝𝑖
𝑡

𝑝𝑖
0)

0.5 (
𝑝𝑖
0𝑞𝑖

0

∑ 𝑝𝑗
0𝑞𝑗

0𝑛
𝑗=1

+ 
𝑝𝑖
𝑡𝑞𝑖

𝑡

∑ 𝑝𝑗
𝑡𝑞𝑗

𝑡𝑛
𝑗=1

)

=∏(
𝑝𝑖
𝑡

𝑝𝑖
0)

0.5 (𝑠𝑖
0+ 𝑠𝑖

𝑡)𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

With 𝑠𝑖
𝑡  (resp. 𝑠𝑖

0) the market share of product 𝑖 in period 𝑡 (resp. 0). The above GEKS formula is still a 

matched index, only the same products are matched over time using product identifiers. Recall that 

this is the method that we currently use in our CPI/HICP, except that we try to take into account 

product relaunches by semi-automatically linking them.  

In the ITGEKS method proposed by de Haan & Krsinich (2014) the difference between new and 

disappearing products is taken into account by carrying out hedonic imputations for the unmatched 

items. This is done by using weighted bilateral time dummy hedonic indices as inputs for 𝑃0𝑙 and 𝑃𝑙𝑡 

instead of the Törnqvist-indices: 

ln 𝑝𝑖
𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛿𝑡𝐷𝑖

𝑡 +∑𝛽𝑘𝑧𝑖𝑘 + 휀𝑖
𝑡

𝐾

𝑘=1

 

Now the question remains, which weights do we need to use to estimate the bilateral time dummy 

hedonic indices when using WLS? 

As de Haan (2004) has shown, using the mean expenditure shares for matched items and half 

expenditure shares for the new and disappeared items as weights, it is algebraically equivalent to: 

𝑃𝐼𝑇𝐺𝐸𝐾𝑆
0,𝑡 = ∏ (

𝑝𝑖
𝑡

𝑝𝑖
0)

0.5 (𝑠𝑖
0+ 𝑠𝑖

𝑡)

𝑖∈𝑈𝑀
0𝑡

∏ (
�̂�𝑖
𝑡

𝑝𝑖
0)

0.5 (𝑠𝑖
0)

𝑖∈𝑈𝐷
0𝑡

∏ (
𝑝𝑖
𝑡

�̂�𝑖
0)

0.5 (𝑠𝑖
𝑡)

𝑖∈𝑈𝑁
0𝑡

 

With 𝑈𝑀
0𝑡 as the set of matched items, 𝑈𝐷

0𝑡 the set of disappeared items and 𝑈𝑁
0𝑡 the set of new items. 

The above index is a variant of the single imputation Törnqvist price, where imputations for the 

unmatched items are made with the estimated bilateral time dummy hedonic model. The expenditure 

shares used in the regression are identical to those used in the Törnqvist index. If there is no product 

attrition (i.e. no new or disappearing products), the above index is equal to a matched Törnqvist index 

and the ITGEKS is identical to the traditional GEKS Törnqvist index. This is a desirable property, as a 

matched index would be preferable in such cases. 

A practical disadvantage of the ITGEKS compared to the TDH is its complexity and the fact that many 

bilateral time dummy regressions have to be estimated. For a window [0, 𝑇] with a window length of 

𝑇 + 1 a total of (𝑇(𝑇 + 1))/2 bilateral time dummy hedonic regressions have to be estimated. For a 

window period of 25 months, this requires the estimation of 300 bilateral time dummy hedonic 

regressions. 
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Using the bilateral time dummy hedonic method still forces fixity in the parameters, but now only 

between the two months compared, rather than over the whole window period as in the TDH. Other 

methods have been proposed to obtain the imputed prices �̂� without parameter fixity, such as running 

a log-linear hedonic model for each period, once again using WLS (De Haan and Daalmans, 2019): 

ln 𝑝𝑖
𝑡 = 𝛼𝑡 +∑𝛽𝑘𝑧𝑖𝑘

𝑡 + 휀𝑖
𝑡

𝐾

𝑘=1

 

These imputed prices can then be used in the ITGEKS index formula mentioned above. In addition to 

a single imputation, a double imputation is also possible. In a double imputation the observed prices 

for the set of disappeared items 𝑈𝐷
0𝑡 and set of new items 𝑈𝑁

0𝑡 are replaced by their imputed values. 

The reason for this is that there may be omitted variable bias, which can be reduced by carrying out a 

double imputation. If there is not much omitted variable bias the difference between single and 

double imputation will be small. The advantage of running a log-linear hedonic model for each period 

is that the parameters are no longer fixed over time, unlike in the ITGEKS with bilateral time dummy 

hedonic indices as inputs. The downside of doing imputations for each period is that these cannot be 

carried out for new or disappeared characteristics. Put simply, new or disappeared characteristics 

have to be left out of the regression equation (Van Loon, 2021). For supermarket products, for 

example, it might for instance be a new segment in the classification of a supermarket chain or a new 

brand. For this reason, we do not investigate this method further and limit ourselves in the next 

section to the TDH and the ITGEKS with bilateral time dummy hedonic indices as inputs. As with the 

TDH, the ITGEKS index using the full window (without splicing) and the index using the half splice on 

published indices (HASP) with a 25-month window are both examined. 

4. Empirical evaluation 
 

In this section, we assess the feasibility of the TDH and ITGEKS and compare their results with the 

traditional GEKS using SKUs as product identifiers. To evaluate the methods, we do not look at the 

manual linkings. The data that is used are scanner datasets that we currently use to compile the CPI 

and HICP. These datasets are merged with the internal classifications of supermarket chains. The 

scanner datasets contain for each product the SKU, the number of sales, turnover, detailed product 

descriptions (i.e. separate variables for brand, type and other information), separate variables for 

package size and the unit of measure (kilograms, litre, …) and our classification to ECOICOP. The 

retailers’ internal classification is structured hierarchically, creating thousands of possible 

combinations at the most detailed level. Obviously, some data cleaning was necessary; for instance 

the same brand was not always written the same way in the scanner data. With the final dataset, we 

can compile and compare (1) the GEKS index, (2) the TDH index and (3) the ITGEKS index and examine 

how well the latter two methods are able to capture product relaunches or shrinkflation.  

To provide insight into our methodology and findings, we start with two specific product segments 

that experienced shrinkflation during our test period: cat food and cream cheese. These two examples 

immediately highlight the impact of product relaunches or shrinkflation on the 3 index methods. 

The figure below shows the percentage of sales units from 3 months ago (t-3) that can be matched in 

a period t. As the figure shows, cream cheese and cat food experienced a significant “relaunch”. For 

example for cream cheese in month 12, only ±40% of the number of sales from 3 months ago (=month 
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9) can be matched. While for cat food in month 14, only ±65% of the number of sales from month 11 

can be matched.  

 

We look at sales units rather than the number of products that can be matched, because sales (or 

expenditure) are a better indicator of a potentially problematic relaunch than the number of individual 

products that can be matched. A high attrition rate of products that hardly sell will not affect the price 

index that much. Apart from sales units, expenditure shares could also be used. 

The reason why we look at the number of sales that can be matched with 3 months ago is because 

product relaunches can happen gradually, for instance the remaining stock of “disappearing” items 

usually needs to be sold first and this can take a while. If a comparison would be made between 

consecutive months, only gradual declines might show up in the graphs, which are analytically less 

interesting for detecting large shifts. Comparing the number of sales with to a fixed month is also 

analytically less interesting, as the graphs would end up showing gradually decreasing matching sales 

due to product churn, making it harder to detect significant shifts. 

As emphasised earlier, a product relaunch is not necessarily problematic if it does not coincide with a 

price level change. For example, if the price change is not really different from the packaging size 

change, then there is no price change that would be missed when using matched-model methods. 

However, if we look at the unit value index for a standardized unit (e.g. price/kg), we see in the figure 

below (period 1 = 100) that both relaunches coincide with an increase in the standardised unit value 

price index, indicating that there might be a problematic product relaunch or shrinkflation. Of course, 

these “standardised” unit value indices cannot be used as a proxy for a proper price index since these 

indices show other compositional effects as well. However, they may indicate that something is going 

on that is worth examining in detail. 
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Further examination of the underlying data confirmed that these were both cases of product 

relaunches and, in this case, shrinkflation. In fact, the same product was relaunched with a smaller 

package size, but the price was not reduced (by the same amount).  

We then compile the three price index methods: GEKS, ITGEKS and TDH. The GEKS will be compiled 

using a standard matched model with SKUs as product identifiers, no manual product relaunch linkings 

have been carried out. For the ITGEKS and the TDH, for each retailer we used as characteristics: 

variables related to the product description, package size and variables derived from the internal 

classification of the retailer. The R squared ranged between 0.903 and 0.963.  

 

As the above figures show, three key observations can be made. First, as expected, the GEKS index 

with unique product identifiers does not capture the product relaunches and gives downward biased 

results. In both cases, the GEKS index shows no price increase at all. It underestimates the price level 

for cream cheese by around 15 index points and for cat food by 10 index points. In fact, the GEKS index 

for cream cheese even shows a small price decline when prices are increasing. Second, both the 
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ITGEKS and the TDH do show an increase when the shrinkflation takes place in both product groups. 

This suggests that both methods can account for the change in product characteristics (including 

package size) to show that prices have increased in both segments. Third, the difference in results 

between the ITGEKS and the TDH is limited. This may be explained by the high R squared values and 

indicates that parameter fixity for the whole window in the TDH is not that problematic. As 

emphasised earlier, the TDH is much easier to compile than the ITGEKS. The ITGEKS more closely 

matches the GEKS index in both examples, although the difference with the TDH is very small in both 

examples. 

We now extend the analysis to 4 other product groups randomly selected from segments with product 

attrition, but where the linkings by price collectors showed no significant effect on the index: coffee, 

chocolate, soft drinks and breakfast cereals. For these product groups, the GEKS index could serve as 

a “benchmark” against which we can compare the TDH and ITGEKS. Of course, this is based on the 

assumptions that the use of our semi-automatic procedures for capturing product relaunches has not 

resulted in any missed problematic relaunches. A 40-month period is examined, requiring 780 bilateral 

time dummy hedonic regressions for the ITGEKS for each product group. We also compare an index 

using the entire window to an index with splicing (half-splice on published indices with a rolling 

window of 25 months) to see if splicing has any effect on the results. The results are shown in the 

figures below. 

All four segments show similar results over the long-term, with minor deviations in the short-term. 

The results for the ITGEKS and the TDH also indicate that there are indeed no problematic product 

relaunches for those four product groups. The largest difference is noticeable for the TDH for soft 

drinks in certain periods. However, the R squared was also the lowest for this product group. The good 

performance of the much easier to calculate TDH, suggests that limited parameter fixity might not be 

that problematic. As with the cream cheese and cat food examples, the ITGEKS tends to be slightly 

closer to the GEKS. However, in most cases the differences between the TDH and the ITGEKS are 

marginal. Results between spliced and non-spliced indices tend to be almost identical and do not 

change the conclusions. This is good news from a production point of view, as only splicing can be 

used for the monthly production of the CPI/HICP. 
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5. Conclusion 

Using scanner data from the Belgian CPI/HICP, this paper has shown that multilateral index methods 

which use hedonic quality adjustments, such as the Imputation Törnqvist GEKS or the Time Dummy 

Hedonic method, can be used to compile accurate price indices for supermarket scanner data. Both 

the ITGEKS and the TDH gave comparable results to the GEKS using unique product identifiers for 

product groups where there was product churn but no problematic relaunches or shrinkflation. We 

have also shown that these methods can successfully capture product relaunches or shrinkflation 

using the examples of cat food and cream cheese. Under hedonics, products with similar 

characteristics are implicitly considered to be the same product (or correctly quality or quantity 

adjusted for), and the product relaunch is then captured. The GEKS, which uses unique product 

identifiers, did not capture any of the shrinkflation that occurred and resulted in a significant a 

downward bias. In all the examples the differences between the ITGEKS and the TDH were limited. 

This suggests that parameter fixity in the TDH is not that problematic. A major advantage of the TDH 

is that it is much easier to compile and is easier to implement. 

Detailed product information is required to produce an accurate ITGEKS or TDH. Whether these 

methods save resources compared to the semi-automatic procedures we currently use depends on 

the quality of the data. For the analysed product groups, some (limited) data cleaning was necessary.  

Even if countries are unable to extract useful product characteristics from their scanner data (or enrich 

them by scraping information from retailers’ websites) in order to run reliable hedonic regressions, it 

may still be worthwhile to compile the other two indicators mentioned in this paper. The first indicator 

is the one that tracks, per product group, what percentage of sales or expenditure from a few months 

ago can be matched with the current month. Significant movements in this indicator may indicate that 

there is a problematic product relaunch and that it is worth examining the product group in more 

detail. If information on packaging size is available, a unit value index using standardized unit of 

measurement could also be compiled as a second indicator. A combination of a sharp drop in matched 

sales and an increase in the price per kg or price per litre might indicate that a problematic relaunch 

is happening and that the compiled index might be biased. 

While our results suggest that using the characteristics available in our scanner data one can capture 

a certain problematic relaunch (e.g. in the case of shrinkflation), it might still not be able to capture 

all product relaunches. For example, the use of lower quality ingredients may also coincide with a 

product relaunch and should theoretically be quality adjusted for. Our data does not allow us to 

capture these effects, although we would argue that such product relaunches are also difficult to 

capture in classical price collection and are therefore not a problem inherent to scanner data. 

In the coming months, we will extend our analysis to other COICOP groups to see if our results can 

be generalised to the full range of supermarket products. We will also compare our results with 

methods that use stratification or product clustering. 
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